
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

Innovolt Technology Reduces IVM’s 
Service Calls by 80%

THE CUSTOMER
Founded in 1991, IVM improves monitoring and tracking 

of vending programs by providing vending management 

services for beverages and snacks as well as automated 

supply distribution solutions (supply vending) to hundreds of 

customers across thousands of locations worldwide. Its global 

customer base spans the education, retail, transportation, 

health, manufacturing, and hospitality industries and includes 

Facebook, Logitech, and Toyota. Products offered include 

supply vending machines, vending supply lockers, supply 

recycling, and vending kiosks.

IVM’s automated supply distribution solutions help its customers 

reduce supply costs, control product usage, and minimize legal 

exposure by utilizing vending-based supply distribution systems 

to control access to supplies such as tools, personal protective 

equipment, office products, and IT peripheral products.

THE CHALLENGE
According to IVM President Mike Pitts, supply vending has 
been around for a long time, but the market has exploded 
over the past several years. To support this line of business, 
IVM provides sophisticated vending machines to its customers 
that distribute a variety of products such as gloves, goggles, 
Kevlar sleeves, power supplies, and keyboards to employees. 
By automating supply distribution, IVM customers are able to 
minimize cost, limit loss, and, in some cases, mitigate workers 
compensation claims.  

Keeping its supply vending machines operating is critical to the 

success of IVM’s supply vending business. Its customers rely on 

these machines to do their jobs. Each machine leverages cellular 

technology to communicate with IVM’s servers and manage 

the distribution of supplies, which are tightly controlled and 

monitored based on predefined guidelines for each employee. 

Fluctuations in power were wreaking havoc on IVM’s business. 

Even the slightest fluctuation in power could shut down a 

supply vending machine, requiring a service technician to be 

dispatched to a customer location to reboot the system. Faced 

with the mounting costs of dispatching technicians to handle 

these service requests and the negative impact on customer 

satisfaction, IVM turned to Innovolt for a solution that could help 

it ensure the performance of its machines.

— Kevin Dunn, Director,
Supply Vending Services for IVM

The benefits we have achieved 
since implementing Innovolt have 

been phenomenal.
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THE SOLUTION
IVM embedded Innovolt ROC™, Remote Optimization & 

Control, technology in its personal protective equipment, 

industrial supply, and IT peripherals vending machines, which 

enhanced each machine’s durability and dependability. With 

Innovolt’s technology, IVM could protect its customers from 

service interruptions, hassles, and loss of profitability due to 

poor connectivity and reliability issues.

The Innovolt technology offers microprocessor-based algorithms 

to safeguard equipment and ensure uptime.  The system also 

alerts IVM via an LCD display and logs disturbance activity data, 

which helps its technicians diagnose any troubled locations.

BENEFITS
As soon as it was installed, the Innovolt technology began to 

maximize the reliability, performance, and life span of IVM’s 

supply vending machines and prevent costly service issues 

before they could negatively impact customer satisfaction. It also 

gave IVM the tools it needed to predict, measure, and maximize 

the performance of its supply vending machines globally. 

“The benefits we have achieved since implementing Innovolt 

have been phenomenal,” says Kevin Dunn, Director, Supply 

Vending Services for IVM. “Embedding the Innovolt solution in 

our vending machines reduced our service calls by 80%.”

By embedding Innovolt into its supply vending machines, IVM 

has been able to:

• Lower service calls by 80% 

• Increase supply vending machine uptime 

• Protect, optimize, and manage supply vending machines 
globally

• Increase productivity and performance

• Improve customer satisfaction and brand loyalty 
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About Innovolt 
Innovolt® combines patented electronics protection technology with comprehensive monitoring and analytics applications to deliver the leading Intelligent Asset 
Management platform.  Significantly reducing the cost of electronics ownership, Innovolt intelligently protects and manages the productivity and usable life of the 
technology that powers today’s digital world. The company’s proven solutions guard expensive and sensitive electronic assets against the damaging effects of power 
disturbances while simultaneously giving businesses the tools they need to predict, measure, and maximize their performance across the distributed enterprise.  
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The cellular connectivity is 
critical. Innovolt allows that 

cellular connectivity to be much 
more dependable.

— Mike Pitts, President, IVM

“The people at Innovolt were fantastic,” says Dunn. “They were 
able to immediately provide a solution to meet our needs. 
Innovolt worked seamlessly with us, and our service issues 
stopped immediately after installing their technology.” 

TROUBLESHOOTING SIMPLIFIED
With Innovolt, IVM captures valuable information detailing 
how the power is working at all of its supply vending customer 
locations. This simplifies troubleshooting and allows IVM to 
share this information with customers to illustrate what the 
problem is and work collaboratively to develop a solution. 

“What’s unique about Innovolt is it tracks problems and helps 
eliminate them,” says Pitts. “Our clients depend on us to 
distribute products to their employees. We have to flow down 
that dependability and Innovolt allows us to do that.”


